
 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY COMMITTEE  

 
 Minutes: March 12, 2010 

 
 

The meeting was called to order at 3:40pm by Chair Stephanie Christelow.  Others in attendance 
were Nancy Devine, Lance Erickson, Kay Flowers, Cathy Gray, Andrew Holland, Vitit 
Kantabutra, Pamela Knight, Linda Leeuwrik, Shalene Summers, Jean Thomas, Neil Tocher, and 
Charles “Rick” Williams.  Glenda Car was excused.  Guests in attendance were Sandra 
Shropshire, Leonard Hitchcock, Marcia Francis, and Jim Teliha. 
 
APPROVE MINUTES:  January 22, 2010 
 
Nancy Devine moved to approve the minutes, and  Rick Williams seconded the motion, which 
was approved unanimously. 
 
OLD BUSINESS: 
1.  Friends Of Oboler Library Mini-golf fundraiser --Flowers  
Kay described the fundraiser FOOLs is putting together.  They have four sponsors now, at 
$250/hole.  Other sponsorships for prizes, tee, hole, refreshments are being sought. Kay has letter 
requesting sponsorship and brochures were distributed.  This was originally going to be in 
February, but will happen on Saturday, April 10. 
 
2.  Breakfast Meeting on Saturday, April 17, 9:00 – 11:30 AM—Flowers 
As per the vote via e-mail, the planning meeting will be on Saturday morning at Elmer’s on 5th St   
Kay and Stephanie suggested the agenda include  

• strategic planning 
• select a new chair of the ULC 
• decide what issues to leave for next year’s committee.   

 
Other suggestions for the agenda include  

• a discussion of what the library should be like; 
•  ideas to present in the Learn Something Quick mini-sessions at the beginning of the 

semester, such as teaching digital natives by non-digital faculty 
• teaching Library 121 again (used to be done as 8-week class during last part of semester) 

 
Kay will invite the Associate University Librarians Sandra Shropshire, Jim Teliha and Janet 
Higgins.  She  will also ask Jenny Semenza and Spencer Jardine to attend for a discussion of the 
instruction program 
 
NEW BUSINESS: 
1.  Allocation formulas--Shropshire: 
Sandra Shropshire had distributed a “Report on Development of Allocation Formula for 
Distribution of Library funds” via e-mail to the ULC members, and she thanked Leonard 
Hitchcock and Teri Peterson for their help in developing the formula.  In addition, Sandra  
distributed handouts of draft reports showing the budget calculations to determine the book and 
journal allocations for the university departments and explained them.  Also, the “General 



Education Program Assessment Plan” was presented, which describes goals and objectives from 
the university catalog.   
   
The undergraduate core allocation is determined independent of the number of students in any 
program.  However, faculty and graduate FTE does weigh-in on the allocation formula.  The goal 
is to purchase eight percent of all books  published on academic level for each discipline for 
programs offered at ISU.   
 
Stephanie Christelow asked how this works with interdisciplinary programs.  Sandra explained 
that the faculty and graduate students are counted as determined by Institutional Research 
Department and divided equally between those departments involved.  This is also done within 
colleges, for example business has graduate students in four programs, which are divided 
equally. 
 
Faculty grants are not factored into this formula as there is no reliable source of data and would 
be very difficult to work with if it was available.  Leonard commented that citation studies have 
been helping, and are often being updated.   
 
There are departments that are more dependent on books, others that are more dependent on 
journals.  However, the same information was applied to journal allocations for departments, 
which was then reviewed. 
 
At this time, 4:55, Education Technology Services staff needed to close the room, so the meeting 
moved to Library 266, for the journal allocation discussion.   
 
The meeting adjourned at 5:10pm. 
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, Report on Development of Allocation Formula for Distribution of Library funds -
'--"

Executive Summary ,~..

Sandra Shropshire .-
March 15, 2010

...-
The Library has addressed the assignment given to it by Dr, Vailas, that is, to develop a rational method -CC;C"

for distributing Library funds among the subject areas at ISU, identifying a "core" and a "research" ~
collection. The work h~s been driven by the principles below. ;'c'~..
GuidinQ Princioles. -

~:c; c Definition of Core Undergraduate ';:0

The word, "core," is usually used to designate that which is most essential to the being or
function of an entity. If one divides a university library's collection into its undergraduate and -
research components, then the undergraduate "core" collection may be defined to be that book

"'.

and journals collection that is minimally adequate to support the undergraduate curriculum at .
an average mid-sized university, with sufficient breadth to provide some undergraduate-level ',,;!
materials in all standard academic subject areas, and sufficient depth to support subst~ntial, .
thought not exhaustive, undergraduate research,Definition of Core Faculty/Graduate .
The "core" research collection may be defined as those books and journals that are needed to
meet the basic informational needs of graduate students and faculty, i.e., those who are ~

cc,
engaged in substantive research endeavors, at a given institution, and thus, varies with faculty ;

"-- and graduate populations, among other things. It would neither be possible, nor desirable to
seek to acquire a core research collection that answered the needs of all mid-sized ~
universities, as was the case for the undergraduate core. Research activities, unlike c,

".
undergraduate studies, vary widely from institution to institution. And at an institution such as ..
'SU, with limited funds, the "core" research collection is likely to be the entire research
collection, which is to say that materials will have been acquired in response to the declared ~

research requirements of existing faculty and graduate students, and understood to be essential
to those needs, It is worth noting that the non-core research needs by ISU's researchers are ~

currently being met by the Library's interlibrary loan service. =
Division Between Books and Journals -

It is advisable to create allocation formuli separately for books and for journals. These two ~
modes of scholarly communication are very different from the perspective of collection
developn,ent. Books are relatively in expensive on an item-by-item basis. Their cost does vary, -
but over a fairly restricted range. Scholarly journals, on the other hand, are acquired on a yearly
subscription basis, and their costs vary tremendously, with high-priced scientific journals costing
up to lOa times more than those in the humanities. Moreover, the degree of dependence on
these two modes of information delivery differs greatly from one discipline to another. Doing
justice to the disparate functions of these two formats in a single formula seemed impossible.

Shared Collection Development
The development of a formula is intended to support the current policy of shared materials
selection among faculty. Current Library materials allocations for books are shared between
assigned individuals in the Library and in each academic department. Current journals
subscription decisions are determined entirely by departmental faculty within the constraints of-

"

fit,",,~~,

;cif1""~";~:'



their existing journals allocations. In addition, the Library allocates separate funds for general
',,--,,' undergraduate, multidisciplinary and reference material support.

Subject-Based Allocations
The practice of establishing subject-based allocations for books and journals that correspond
with ISU departments was instituted by the library in the mid-1990's. This de-centralization was
viewed as a way of managing the subscription-and book-level decisions faced by any academic
library whose mission prescribes that the collection reflect faculty and student research and
curricular needs. The proposed formula is therefore articulated in terms of the departments as
they existed at the beginning of the FY 09/10 year, although it can be adapted to respond to any
departmental changes resulting from reorganization or other reasons.

Limit to Commercial Scholarly Publications
While ther~ is valuable research support material freely available, i.e., publications of the United
States government, etc., the need in this assignment is to develop a method for allocating funds
for the purc;hase of materials available within the commercial scholarly publishing realm.
Therefore, the term, "publishing industry," will hereafter be used specifically to refer to this
subset of the publishing realm.

Appropriated Funds
The formula treats the allocation only of ~tate-appropriated capital funds which are expended at
the Library's discretion. The Library also receives 2% of the university's grant overhead funds.
These funds are variable, and expended in consultation with the University Library Committee.
Previous overhead purchases include multiple one -year subscriptions to Web of Science and
the Early English Book Online collection.

,. The Library has arrived at one way to calculate the allocation of Library resources, but that method is
not without its flavi/s. Given the nature and complexity of the universe of academic knowledge, some
subjectivity in the development of the formula was unavoidable. To begin with, data is available from
disparate sources, is characterized using non-standard descriptors, and must be somehow normalized or
re-phrased into categories that reflect ISU's disciplinary offerings. Additionally, the publishing universe
is vast such that it is inevitably a matter of estimation to arrive at publication figures for subject areas.
Finally, trustworthy guidance on formula creation from within the profession is non-existent. There are
many published formuli, all reflecting particular institutions' needs and their political circumstances and
all differing in exac;tly what acquisitions are being addressed, and what factors are being included in the
calculations. There is, in short, no generally accepted formula for library allocations. The formula that
we have devised can be characterized as an original creation that is reflection of empirical data that has
been sorted into categories to reflect ISU's conditions so that it can be meaningfully interpreted.

In the course of the work, we surveyed the faculty about which journals they considered to be core.
This received a return rate of unusable size, which suggests, perhaps, that this is not a survey-able topic.
Additionally, we met numerous times with the University Library Committee and sought the advice of
Drs. Steve Adkison and Barbara Adamcik. We have met numerous times with the University Statistician,
Teri Peterson, whose advise has been invaluable and is reflected in our work.

p'rooosed Formul;!
Allocations have been calculated according to format and intended use. Format differentiation is
between books and journals, and allocations for each have been calculated somewhat differently, due
to the extreme price variations among journals and the substantial number academic journals that are

,-. published. To address the size and cost variations within the Faculty/Graduate journals, we have the
total number of journals per discipline is multiplied by the average cost of journals per discipline to



arrive at a total cost f'igure-the "publishing universe"--which is then brought to bear against the other
,-",' factors of researcher population and journal dep~ndency.

The total number of i~cademic books that are published is also of a size that puts them out of reach of
ISU Libr~ry's budget, but the price variations therein are nowhere near as vast as those in journals. To
address this, we have set the undergraduate target at 8% of the total publishing output because to
purchase this amount would require approximately one-half of the book budget at ISU. For the
faculty/graduate allocation, we have considered the other one-half of the book budget as a target and,
and have factored this against the relevant factors of researcher population and book dependency.

Intended use distinguishes between undergraduate users, for whom materials serve primarily an
instructional purpose, and graduate and faculty users, for whom materials primarily support research.
The result is that there are two categories of book allocation: the undergraduate core collection and the
graduate/faculty core collection. For journals, there are also two allocations: one for undergraduate
core and one for the graduate/faculty core research collection. To the graduate/faculty core research
collection will be added any specific subject-related packages purchased at the request of the
department. These subject packages will hereafter be allocated to the departments. Details of the
calculations to determine these elements are as follows:

. Books-Core Undergraduate
0 AssLlmes that the composition of the undergraduate collection at a mid-sized academic

library such as ISU should represent a full spectrum of subject areas, i.e., what one
might expect to find at any mid-sized academic library, and should not be driven by local
factors such as student or faculty headcounts, degrees offered, etc.

' 0 Scope of the scholarly publishing industry suggests that only a fraction of the total

output can be considered in allocating the Library's budget. The present size of the total
subject book budget at ISU suggests that eight percent of the academic publication
output would be a reasonable goal for ISU to set. Therefore, the formula asserts that
the cost of providing 8% of the total published output should be allocated to support
each academic discipline at ISU

. Books-Faculty/Graduate Core
0 FG--.Faculty/Graduate: FTE of ~II faculty with a research mandate. No clinical faculty

included. Doctoral students=.5 FTE; Masters students~,25 FTE. Department
assignments for students working on graduate degrees not specifically attached to a
single department have been made in consultation with the relevant
college/department. (Example, M.B.A. and Ed.D. students)

0 BD-Book Dependency. Degree of dependence on monographic literature within a
given discipline. Based on published citation studies. Expressed as relative to journal
dependency. Citation studies provide the basis of these figures. The publication of
stu,Jies in the disciplines represented by each of ISU's academic departments is not
comprehensive; therefore, some discretionary assignments have been made, Example,
the figures derived from the citation studies for English have been applied to English, of
course, and also to Communication and Rhetorical Studies.

0 BD%--Book Dependency as percentage of all book dependencies.
0 MFG-Modified Faculty/Graduate. FG. BD%. This provides a measure of book

'-- dependency as related to the faculty graduate population.



:';;, :::::~~"8~'""-~"'" ,:

0 MFG%. Individual MFG/total of all MFG. A measure of the faculty graduate book
""../ dependency as a percentage of all such dependencies at ISU

0 # of Books if 2,000. After allowing for the costs needed to support the Undergraduate
Core Books, and, considering the current size of the book budget at ISU, the total :
number of book s that can be purchased to support all Faculty/Graduate Core books is c

~""~
2,000. Multiplying MFG% by 2,000 provides the number of books that can be purchased .-
by department. -.;!

0 FG Allocation. The number of books that can be purchased per department is multiplied .
by the average book costs per discipline to arrive at the FG Allocation. This figure is "~
added to the UG Allocation to arrive at the total book allocation. -

,~~,;;.~
. Journals-Core Undergraduate ..

0 Prernier undergraduate full text database, Academic Seo(ch Complete, is currently paid"
from non-subject Library funds. Proposal is to continue this, and to consider this the ." -~'"

university support of undergraduate journal need. Cost of Academic Search Complete: -=
$ 49,874.00. ;:~~

,...
. Journals-Faculty/Graduate Core "'i';;""'~

0 FG--Faculty/Graduate: FTE of all faculty with a research mandate. No clinical faculty _.-
included. Doctoral students;.5 FTE; Masters students~.25 FTE. Department *,1f~,¥~
assignments for students working on graduate degrees not specifically attached to a :::'-,---
single department have been made in consultation with the relevant .==
college/department. (Example, M.B.A. and Ed.D. students) '".." :,

, 0 JD-Journal Dependency. Degree of dependence on journal literature within a given .;.=
discipline. Based on published citation studies. Expressed as relative to book "~~
dependency. Citation studies provide the basis of these figures; the publication of ..
studies in the disciplines represented by each of ISU's academic departments is not ~ . c

comprehensive. Therefore some discretionary assignments have been made. Example, -
the figures derived from the citation studies for English have been applied to English, of ~
course, and also to Communication and Rhetorical Studies. -

0 PU-Publishing Universe. Total cost of all scholarly peer-reviewed journals in a given ~
discipline. Average cost multiplied by total number of journals. Cost and publication c -
figures for journals have been obtained from published industry reports and from an ;:=
online catalog of journals. ..",,;:-;.,,~,"

,,""4~':~;
0 PU%--departmental PU/sum of all departmental PU's. A measure of the cost for the --

~, department as a percentage of total. ~~~~
;'l 0 Once the results have been predicted, the Library will assign the cost of any subject- ~

based subscription packages currently allocated to non-subject Library funds to the ~~
relevant department to determine its total journals allocation. -

i ==
'; ~.~;;=

,-.., -'-~
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, '..

-
0 So that' ' . FG*PD-measure of the size and need of a given department

. PU-measure of the supply

. Sample effects of the FGPD factor and the PU factor on journal allocation using
different weights: -

D~-P~rt-m;;;t--' Emp~~;m FG-Poan-d""PU"-;r; E~p~son... "s7O9'jo-um-~i$_. -
W...05. equal. W=.5 FGPD. W;.95 cation with ,.3-(FGPD~-05, (FGPD~.S. PU=.5) (FGPD=.95, kages included

PU=.95) PU~"O5).- . ' " .. .. ' ~

Cy.- .~~ ."~.~~- ._~.!.~Q- --,,-~~t~:.QO
ational 2,030.00 15,559.00 29,087.00 9,846.76 ",-"c"

~. '._J ._- - - '---
eering 80,544.00 79,919.00 79,293.00 64,824.00 I

: . (42,374.00
E~gl"iS"h" t..' g~O -'--13,93~ -'-'-.-iB:620~ "~~~; :

(16,226.00+350.00
--" -- ... .3.~O '!:!~t.:.~.~

~

-.:;:
Treatment of Resul~ .

',,-., . Formula is intended to predict beginning allocations by format and level for departments as theyexisted at the beginning of FY09/10. Departments would retain the option of transferring funds -

among their allocated formats. ~
. Effects of formula vary considerably among departments. c",."-"". .,'

. We tried Factor analysis, Logarithmic analysis. Fundamental results the same. -

. Advisable to implement the formula over time, or as new funds occur. -"';;;';'..

. Could add additional factors. One suggestion, faculty productivity, didn't work: grants not ~
,'c.

recorded consistently on campus, publication activity not centrally recorded. ..
. Could invoke ceiling and floors, in order to mitigate the extreme decreases and increases in ""Co,","

allocations --
. For books, the undergraduate percentage applied could be modified ",Co

. If adopted, formula would require annual review and data collection. -

.~~..
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